
T Series intelligent power controller

T Model: T-51-3428 40 amps

Model: T-51-3628 60 amps

Model: T-51-3728 75 amps

Model: T-6-3428 40 amps

Model: T-6-3628 60 amps

Model: T-6-3728 75 amps

Model: T-6-3128 100 amps

Model: T-7-3428 40 amps

Model: T-7-3628 60 amps

Model: T-7-3728 75 amps
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EMPRESA CERTIFICADA

ISO 9001

ACREDITADO POR ENAC

EC-6605/11
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Is recommended to work  up to 60% of the rated power

Performance



T series  Configuration manual
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ACREDITADO POR ENAC

EC-6605/11

Cautions !!!
*SCR can not be operated without load or load current less than 0.5
Please make sure to tighten the screw securely while wiring the SCR, otherwise extra heat will be 
accumulated on the terminals results a damage on the SCR
SCR must be mounted vertically on a solid panel without any objects placed above or beneath the SCR 
to make sure a smooth air flow
If multiple SCR installed at the same control cabinet, the main principle is to make the air flow efficient 
among each unit
The temperature inside of the control cabinet must be lower than 55 celsius, otherwise a cooling fan 
must be installed 
If two SCR installed paralleled, the distance between the two units must be more than 5CM
It is user’s responsibility to make sure your selection on the SCR is compatible with your application
For safety consideration, a circuit breaker must be installed between the load and SCR
Touch the input and output terminals have the same risk even if there is not current at some certain
period while SCR is still working
Never ever try to replace the cooling fans when SCR is working
Make sure the load voltage compliance with the ratings of SCR
Always make sure the wiring goes to the correct negative and positive terminals
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